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Aerosols observations at surface and in the atmospheric column 

OUTLINE

❑ My connections to measurements on ships

❑ In-situ measurements for studying processes 
❑ new particle formation and growth in the MBL
❑ transport of aerosols from various source regions 

❑ Column measurements such as AOD measured with sun photometers or layer 
structures with LIDARs provide information to be combined with data from satellites 
❑ LIDARs
❑ Drones
❑ helicopters

❑ All of these should be combined with transport modeling

❑ Sampling



My connections to measurements on ships

Ron Brown, NOAA, USA



Aerosol research on ships, what to study?

❑ Aerosol sources
Biogenic

❑ primary
❑ secondary

❑ Anthropogenic
❑ Continental
❑ Shipping

❑ The climate effects of all them
❑ Scattering, absorption, 

contributions to CCN
❑ Vertical distribution
❑ Seasonal cycles
....



In-situ measurements for studying processes 
❑ new particle formation and growth in the MBL



Aerosol research on ships, what to study

❑ Aerosol sources
Biogenic: primary, secondary



Column measurements such as AOD measured with sun photometers or layer structures 
with LIDARs provide information to be combined with data from satellites. 

❑ LIDARs
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Wendisch et al., The Arctic cloud puzzle: Using ACLOUD/PASCAL multi-platform observations to unravel the role of clouds and aerosol particles in Arctic 

amplification, B. Am. Meteorol. Soc., https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-18-0072.1



Drones operated from ships

Villa, T. F., Brown, R. A., Jayaratne, E. R., Gonzalez, L. F., Morawska, L., and Ristovski, Z. D.: Characterization 
of the particle emission from a ship operating at sea using an unmanned aerial vehicle, Atmos. Meas. 
Tech., 12, 691–702, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-12-691-2019, 2019. 



Column measurements such as AOD measured with sun photometers or layer structures 
with LIDARs provide information to be combined with data from satellites. 

❑ helicopters



Column measurements such as AOD measured with sun photometers or layer structures 
with LIDARs provide information to be combined with data from satellites. 

❑ helicopters



Combined with transport modeling

Easiest approach: backtrajectories Potential Source Contribution Functions

Or footprints with FLEXPART

Dall’Osto et al.



Sampling issues

❑ The ship contaminates your samples very easily

❑ Never place your inlet behind the smoke stack

❑ Also other holes, ventilation etc. contaminate

❑ Seaspray makes your sample lines wet. Install inlet as high as possible

❑ If possible, get an inlet that turns into the wind

❑ Dry the sample air



Examples of sample inlets on  some ships

Inlet turning according to wind
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Akademik Fedorov

On the roof above the bridge

Bremerhaven
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Akademik Fedorov, On the roof above the bridge

For nanometer-size particles
(Air Ion Spectrometer
measurements) as short inlet
as possible

Inlets high
above the sea

For larger particles longer
sampling lines



Calculate size-dependent transmission efficiency of the sampling lines

https://therealandrewmaynard.com/2020/05/27/the-aerosol-calculator/
The Aerosol Calculator, created by Paul Baron, is an essential tool for anyone working in aerosol science

https://therealandrewmaynard.com/2020/05/27/the-aerosol-calculator/




Cruising route of CHINARE 2012
Good data before the ship enters the ice

What to get out of the data?

❑ Filter data 

Maybe it could be assumed that during 

each hour the lowest 5% not

contaminated

❑ Backtrajectories, footprints

❑ Effect of fraction of time spent over 

▪ ice

▪ open sea

▪ land



Not here, turbulence lifts dirt from the roof

Here is good

Inlet installation suggestions



Left inletRight inlet

WINDWIND

Suggestion for a sample flow setup

https://amundsenscience.ulaval.ca/#explorez



https://amundsenscience.ulaval.ca/#explorez

Left inlet

Right inlet



Calculate vector sum of true wind and wind due to the ship’s movement
to see, whether samples have been contaminated
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Thanks for listening me!


